Brewed By Belinda
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hen Belinda Hellyer was a little girl,
she and her sister ran to the door
when their dad got home from work. “He
was a builder and he’d take a thermos of
black tea with sugar with him. We’d race
to his van to drink the last of it. He had an
aluminum teapot every morning with proper
tea leaves, too,” she says.
Her nana drank traditional English white
tea in ‘proper cups’. “I fell in love with the
ritual really early on.” Belinda went on to
work as a performing artist and producer,
and tea was part of her creative process. “I’d
work with a pot of tea. They went hand in
hand for me.”
After the birth of her sons, a burning desire
to make her own tea range grew too strong
to ignore. “It suddenly hit me that I could
use the arts as an inspiration point and bring
those two loves together.” During a blending
course with Australian Tea Masters, she made
her first blend called Opening Night Nerves.
That was December 2015. She’s since added
Director’s Notes, Chookas Chai, Perfect
Composition, Jazz Hands, and Warm Up to
the range. Standing Ovation won gold in the
national 2017 Golden Leaf Awards. “It is a
premium white tea from the Fujian province
in China. I’ve blended the buds with organic

Tea tips
Belinda’s tea tips.
Water quality Use pure fresh water to
prepare your tea. Spring or filtered water is
the bomb.
Water temperature Each variety of tea
requires a different temperature, so be sure to
follow the temperature guide on the packet.
Generally, the darker the tea, the higher the
brewing temperature. To brew tea at a lower
than boiling temperature, stop the kettle as
it gently hits the rolling boil then allow it to

rose petals. Just two ingredients – I hit a
balance. Often when you’re blending tea, you
get tempted to add too much in and then
it tastes awful. I kept it simple and I love it
because it’s very pure and clarifying.”
Balancing motherhood, a day job with
Restless Dance Theatre, and building a brand
hasn’t been easy. “I followed something
inside me. It was really scary – packaging,
branding, deciding what to call your
business… it’s an interesting process.”
Portraying her sense of humour through
the blends is deeply fulfilling. “It’s been
something really true to me. My sleep tea
is called Blackout. My calming tea is called
Opening Night Nerves. I wanted to create
teas with artists in mind, so I created a tea
called Creativitea. I found this herb called
gotu kola that the monks used to use when
they meditated to help them still the mind
and body – so I used that in the mix.“
Belinda also runs Brew In workshops and
creates custom blends. Most of all, she loves to
drink it. “The process of brewing in a proper
pot, sitting, serving, and talking about it. It’s
so communal – it brings people together.”
>> brewedbybelinda.com.au

cool for a few minutes before pouring the
water over your leaves. Avoid re-boiling water
as the oxygen content is reduced.

Quantity As a general rule, one teaspoon of
tea per cup (250mls), but it depends on how
you like your tea as well as the leaf density.

The teapot Pour boiling water into the pot
and then pour it out before adding your
leaves and hot water. This will heat it up and
ensure a consistent water temperature. It is
best to brew herbal/fruit tisanes, white and
green teas in a different pot to strong blackbased teas that can build up residual tannins.
The leaves need room to dance, so if using a
tea pot with an infuser basket, make sure the
basket is large enough for the leaves to really
'break it down' in the water.

Brew time Generally, lighter more delicate
teas, white and green for example, only
need to be brewed for a short time. Darker
teas for longer. If you prefer a strong tea, use
more leaves and brew for the recommended
time. The longer you brew, the more tannins
are released, which can lead to bitterness.
Always remove the leaves from the pot once
the optimum brew time for your particular
tea has been reached to ensure the most
beautiful and smooth infusion.
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